January 29, 2021

To Whom It May Concern

Ref : EPA Actions to Investigate PFA’s

AMVAC Environmental Products, along with our Industry peers and multiple trade associations are engaged in many discussions pertaining to the recent EPA guidance documents and actions on a specific public health product.

The communication suggests that this is a supply chain issue with a focus on the fluorination of containers. We also understand that the EPA is conducting further studies and developing methodologies.

As we continue to learn more about the direction the EPA is taking and position of the Industry on necessary actions, we will share those updates. It should also be noted that communication is also occurring between the Federal EPA and State agencies to ensure transparency exists.

All companies are following the product stewardship directive to better understand their products and packaging specifications.

However, in response to a direct enquiry, AMVAC is confirming that the 30-gallon plastic containers currently used to ship both DIBROM® concentrate and TRUMPET® EC are NOT fluorinated.

Sincerely,

John G. Smith
Vice President, Commercial Operations
AMVAC Environmental Products